What’s New @ Nordenstamm in September

BEAUDESERT, QUEENSLAND

NORDENSTAMM QUEEN GOES BEST OF BREED!

04.09.2010 - Nordenstamm Queen wins Challenge and Best of Breed at Beaudesert Championship Show
Congratulations “Maeka” and Karen!

JIMBOOMBA, QUEENSLAND

NORDENSTAMM MISCHKE WHELPS FOURTEEN PUPPIES via A.I!

Congratulations Owen & Diane Baxter on Nordenstamm Mischke (Daneskjold Aragon x Nordenstamm Heidi) whelping 14 strong and healthy A.I. puppies on the 02.09.10! The litter is sired by Zico v.d. Berlex Hoeve (imp. Belgium).
For puppy inquiries please contact Owen directly - Home: 07 55478807 Mobile: 0406923536 Email: dobaxt@exemail.com.au

What’s New @ Nordenstamm in August

SOUTH EAST QUEENSLAND
11.08.2010 – **Nordenstamm Prado** wins Best of Breed and Junior in Group. Judge: D. Weil.

20.08.2010 – **Nordenstamm Prado** wins Best of Breed. Judge: H. Gent.

Congratulations Richard and Kerry!

**IN SYDNEY**

Below: **Nordenstamm Prix** (Kasper Airport Hannover x Nordenstamm Kastra) and Lisa Carter prepare for trialing in Novice at the NSW State Obedience Titles in October. [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWUbyHz3elk](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWUbyHz3elk)

**AT BRISBANE SPORTING DOG CLUB**

**ON THE 14.08.10 NORDENSTAMM GINA GAINED A NEW TR 1 TITLE!**

Congratulations Tammy and Gina and thank you Judge Peter Crocker (AUS)

**BRISBANE ROYAL SHOW**

Below: Congratulations Angie Burke and **Nordenstamm Inka** (*Zico v.d. Berlex Hoeve x Zita v.d. Berlex Hoeve*) on receiving an invitation to dance at dfs Crufts in the UK – the world’s largest dog show! And congratulations on their 1st Intermediate Freestyle & 1st Advanced Heelwork to Music (175 from 180 pts.). [http://www.youtube.com/user/angiebee10001](http://www.youtube.com/user/angiebee10001)

FLASH! On the 29.08.10 Karen & “Zoya” also won Intermediate Heel work to Music, achieving her Intermediate title. “Zoya” has also gained her Novice title from the Musical Dog Sport Association in America, via Video Competition. Their routine, Murder on the Dance Floor, scored 39 out of a possible 40. Judge Nancy Tanner, herself an outstanding performer, was extremely complimentary in her comments on the performance and about the teamwork. This makes Nordenstamm Ilana, aka “Zoya”, the first dog in Australia to gain a title from this organization headed up by Caroline Scott. “Zoya” now has 2 international DWD titles and a Dock diving title too! 


What’s New @ Nordenstamm in June

GOLD COAST BOUND
A FRESH BLOODLINE FOR AUSTRALIA
A new thoroughbred filly joins the Nordenstamm stable

Lilo von der Krähenschmiede (11 months in photo)
A fabulous, fiercely fast Lupano’s Duke IPO3 (VDH & DMC German National Champion) daughter out of Dinga von der Krähenschmiede IPO3.

What’s New @ Nordenstamm in June

AT THE GOLD COAST SPORTDOG CLUB
NEW OB 1 TITLE FOR NORDENSTAMM GINA

Congratulations Tammy Stott and Nordenstamm Gina (Fax v. Grenzganger x Nordenstamm Casey) on passing OB1 at the recent Gold Coast trial! Thank you Trial Judge, Jim Duncan.

What’s New @ Nordenstamm in May

AT ADELAIDE SPORTDOG CLUB
A NEW BH AND SCHUTZHUND 1 TITLE

Scroll down
Above: Michael Kamphuis & Nordenstamm Kian (Zico v.d. Berlex Hoeve x Nordenstamm Hannah) achieve SchH 1. Well done Sharon and Michael, thank you Trial Judge Luc Cendak (Schutzhund Australia).

Photo left: Sharon Campbell and Nordenstamm Flax (Fax v. Grenzganger x Grazie v.d. Talka Marda) achieve their BH title. Well done Sharon!

GOLD COAST & HINTERLAND

GROWING UP CAN BE EXHAUSTING
The latest generation from Nordenstamm

Above: Nordenstamm Quassandra (Kasper Airport Hannover x Nordenstamm Kalinka) chilling out with Nordenstamm Mischke (Daneskjold Aragon x Nordenstamm Heidi)

Above: Nordenstamm Queen (Kasper Airport Hannover x Nordenstamm Kalinka.)
What’s New @ Nordenstamm in April

IN AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND

DAVID WOOTTON AND NORDENSTAMM NERO ACHIEVE NEW BH TITLE.

At a Dogsport New Zealand trial on the 17 April 2010, David and Nordenstamm Nero (Nordenstamm Hassan SchH 3, FH1 x Nordenstamm Hannah SchH3, FH2) happily passed their first BH test, and where the judge had commented how he was “pleased to see a dog with good intensity”. Well done David!

IN BRISBANE

NORDENSTAMM QUEEN MAKES HER DEBUT AT RICHARD CURTIS SEMINAR

Photo below left: Apprentice Dancing Queen, Nordenstamm Queen aka “Meaka” (Kasper Airport Hannover x Nordenstamm Kalinka) - playing with the tug, no problems with the lights or the cameras or the audience at the seminar. What a good girl!

Photos above middle and right: Karen Moore and her reigning Dancing Queen, Nordenstamm Ilana (Zico v.d. Berlex Hoeve SchH 3, FH2 x Zita v.d. Berlex HoeveSchH3, FH 1) - here with the judges and taking a final bow.

What’s New @ Nordenstamm in March

Scroll down
CONGRATULATIONS KAREN AND NORDENSTAMM ILANA!

Karen and “Zoya” win first place in WCFO Novice video competition out of ten entries in this division from around the world! Their scores were 8.5 = technical merit and 8.77 = artistic impression

Karen and “Zoya” are also qualified in the MDSA video competition. Below are some fantastic judge’s comments from their score sheets:

“Beautiful, Beautiful, Beautiful routine. Thank you. I enjoyed the more formal walk/march and angular movements to compliment the music. Your dog is lovely and joyful and seems to really excell at the sport of Canine Freestyle. I look forward to seeing more from this team.”

“You and Zoya work beautifully together! Your heelwork and freestyle moves were beautiful and done so nicely, you could really sense ‘TEAM’ in this performance.”

At Mt. Gravatt, the 14.02.10, Karen and Zoya also win first place in Pine River’s DOC Freestyle and second place in Heelwork to Music.

What’s New @ Nordenstamm in February

IN THE AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY

“SNAP” GRADUATES!

Scott Donald and Nordenstamm Mojo (Daneskjold Aragon IPO3 x Nordenstamm Heidi) graduates as a General Purpose and Tactical Response Dog for the Australian Federal Police.

ON THE GOLD COAST

NEWEST NORDENSTAMM KASPER AIRPORT HANNOVER LITTER IN AUSTRALIA

2 boys and 3 girls born 14.02.10! Sire is Kasper Airport Hannover out of Nordenstamm Kalinka. All the puppies are pre-sold. Congratulations to their proud new owners!
What’s New @ Nordenstamm in January

UTA BINDELS SEMINAR IN AUSTRALIA

A Day in the Life of Nordenstamm Ondra

(Nordenstamm) “Ondra does very correct and very, very quick positions sit, drop and stand, she understands to touch the target stick and she has done holding the dumbbell. She very good, even under distraction and without any chewing! I was really impressed! She is high food driven and also plays good with the toy. I think Ondra is very talented. I think she has everything you need.” Uta Bindels – FMBB World Champion / Clicker instructor/trainer

Above: Schutzhund 1 bound - Nordenstamm Ondra (Zico v.d. Berlex Hoeve x Nordenstamm Halina.)